
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION+THESIS

Chapter 4 PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA This chapter presents the data gathered,
the results of the statistical analysis done.

The monitoring of data results will inevitably return the process to the start with new data and sights. Users
make 15 million song identifications a day. To cut costs and reduce test time, Intel implemented predictive
data analyses. This implies that that married man is committed to give the basic necessity or physiological
needs of man. These findings can be supported through observation and statistics that the majority of Filipino
people believe to the doctrine of Roma Catholica. PNP Officer versus 23 2. It can be noted in table 2 that the
classification of the respondents, community got the highest frequency of with the 39 percentage of 69 while,
police officer got the lowest frequency of 23 with the percentage of 4. However, they are doing their best to
protect the whole community of San Manuel, Pangasinan that is why they have a Beat Patrol System.
Meanwhile, it can be gleaned that the computed t value of  The insights obtained from market and consumer
data analyses have the ability to set trends for peers within similar market segments. Related Papers.
According to Flores, et. You may ask why it is necessary to engage our dissertation data analysts. In order to
ensure statistical test, it is very important that minimum frequencies are obtained. However the most user
friendly and commonly used data analysis software for dissertation is SPSS. In the study of Cabralda, et. They
pointed out that the demand of safety is very high and because of this demand they come up into
recommendation that the Philippine National Police should exert their effort and should be vigilant to the
wrong doer. Our information examination specializations include. So now you can be relieved from all the
painstaking and time-consuming work of data analysis. This implies that the respondents have different
perceptions from the other respondents. Table 5 on the next page presents the problems encountered by the
Police Beat Officer while conducting patrol in San Manuel, Pangasinan as perceived by the respondents. We
start by reviewing your research objectives, questions and hypothesis to ensure that they are compatible with
the data and will fully provide statistically sound results. Blended strategies outline. In this part, we will look
at the two main methods of interpretation of data: with a qualitative and a quantitative analysis. We have
experts that are always here to provide dissertation data analysis help. When dealing with a data set or multiple
data sets , a mean will represent a central value of a specific set of numbers. Finally, in occupation,
housekeeper got the highest frequency of with a percentage of 26 while, pensioner got the lowest frequency of
2 with the percentage of 0. Once completed, you can begin to relax a little: You are in the final stage of
writing! They also pointed out that the police force is not enough to protect the interest of the people in terms
of safety. From businesses, to newlyweds researching their first home, data collection and interpretation
provides limitless benefits for a wide range of institutions and individuals. The minimum requirement as stated
in the job description is at least college graduate. This implies that problems encountered by the respondents
are not much serious, therefore it is good indicator even though the police officers of San Manuel, Pangasinan
is experiencing lack of personnel they are exerting their effort for the safety of the stakeholders. On the other
hand, in sex, female got the highest frequency of with a percentage of 54 while, male got the frequency of with
a percentage of  Our dissertation data analysis help include conducting statistical tests for univariate, bivariate
and multivariate data. It can be inferred in the table that the computed t value of 0.


